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MOKRA GORA, DRVENGRAD & SARGAN 8 
RAILROAD 

                                                                                                                             
Nature lovers dream! Enjoy the

Mokra gora is located on the northern slopes of mountain
reconstruction has made it into a popular tourist center with unique attractions. Mokra Gora has 
become popular after a reconstruction of a
unique in the world.  Its route viewed from the sky, looks like the number 8
village, also known as Küstendorf
director Emir Kusturica for his film Life Is a Miracle
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Nature lovers dream! Enjoy the beautiful landscapes, famous ethno village

and unique train ride! 

the northern slopes of mountain Zlatibor. Emphasis on historical 
reconstruction has made it into a popular tourist center with unique attractions. Mokra Gora has 

reconstruction of a narrow gauge railway called Sargan Eight
Its route viewed from the sky, looks like the number 8. 

Küstendorf, is a traditional village that was built by
Life Is a Miracle. 

What is included: 
English speaking tour guide 

Transfer 
avnik entrance, Sargan 8 train ticket 

Departures: 7 am 
Duration : 12+ hours 
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